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Abstract
Courts of armed opposition groups are a frequent feature of internal armed conflicts.
The Frente Farabundo Mart|¤ para la Liberacio¤ n Nacional of El Salvador, Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam of Sri Lanka and Revolutionary United Front of Sierra
Leone all conducted trials in courts they convened. These courts are often criticized
for failing to afford fair trial guarantees. This article takes a look at these courts
and assesses the criticisms made of them, identifying precisely which due process
guarantees are applicable in time of internal armed conflict and how they are inter-
preted. The article goes on to address the legitimacy of these courts and whether
the international community should engage with them, considering some of the
advantages and disadvantages engagement brings.

1. Introduction
Armed opposition groups frequently establish courts. The convening of these
courts are usually justified as being in the interests of the populace, couched
in the language of ‘people’s courts’and ‘popular revolutionary trials’. The inter-
national community is far less favourable, dismissing the courts as illegitimate
and inconsistent with fair trial standards. States on whose territory the
courts are based are even more critical, viewing the setting up of courts as an
encroachment on their sovereignty and disputing the characterization of the
decisions of the courts as ‘law’. Accordingly, outside actors rarely engage
with armed opposition groups on the creation and operation of their courts.
When they do so, the two sides usually speak past one another rather than
engaging in any sustained dialogue. Yet, courts of armed opposition groups
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offer an important alternative to summary execution and can contribute to the
maintenance of law and order in rebel-held territory. They may also go some
way towards reducing the climate of impunity that so often arises during
insurrectional uprisings.
This article considers the courts of armed opposition groups, the criticisms

made of them, as well as their potential. Section 2 provides an illustration of
the workings of three court systems ç those of the Frente Farabundo Mart|¤
para la Liberacio¤ n Nacional (FMLN) in El Salvador, the Communist Party of
Nepal-Maoist (CPN-M) in Nepal and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
(LTTE) in Sri Lanka. These three systems provide a useful snapshot of the
creation and operation of armed groups’ courts. The criticism of these three
systems by various states, non-governmental organizations and United
Nations bodies are also laid out. Given the existence of these courts, the first
question that arises for consideration is their legal status under international
humanitarian law. This forms the subject of Section 3. In particular, it consid-
ers whether international humanitarian law authorizes, prohibits or is neutral
on the subject of their creation. Section 4 continues the discussion of the
legal basis for the establishment of the courts, focusing on the requirement
that they be regularly constituted and the various meanings that have been
attributed to the phrase.
The principal criticism, and predominant view, that fair trials are beyond the

capacity of armed groups, is the subject of Section 5. Such a claim first requires
identification of the requisite due process guarantees, determinations that are
often lacking or inaccurate. Analysis of the applicable guarantees suggests
that many of them are, in fact, within the reach of armed groups depending
on the circumstances of the situation and the characteristics of the judicial
proceedings. Accordingly, some armed opposition groups may well be able to
convene courts that dispense fair trials.
Section 6 considers the question of whether regular constitution and ability

to conduct fair trials suggests the courts should be treated as legitimate by
the international community and their decisions as having the status of law.
While those two factors alone may not suffice for the courts to be viewed as
legitimate, the potential of the courts to assist in the maintenance of law and
order and their use as a forum in which to prosecute violations of international
humanitarian law point more clearly in that direction. Recognition of certain
acts emanating from unrecognized governments may give some clue as to
when legitimacy and recognition may prove forthcoming. The article con-
cludes in Section 7 by considering some of the advantages and disadvantages
posed by engagement with courts of armed opposition groups.

2. Salient Examples
Numerous armed conflicts not of an international character have witnessed
the establishment of courts by armed opposition groups. Many, if not all, of
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the courts convened by these groups have been criticized by segments of the
international community for failing to provide the requisite fair trial guaran-
tees. The following three illustrations give a flavour of the workings, and
criticisms levied against these courts.

A. FMLN Courts in El Salvador

Throughout the period 1980^1992, an armed conflict raged on the territory of
El Salvador, between its government and the FMLN. In the course of the con-
flict, the FMLN sanctioned its fighters for contravention of internal rules.
Amongst the sanctions imposed were ‘admonishment, detention, demotion,
removal of rank, [and] expulsion’.1 The FMLN also established courts and it is
these courts that are of interest for the purposes of this article. The FMLN
Secretariat for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights took the view
that international humanitarian law ‘indisputably presupposes that either of
the contending parties has the authority to try and sanction penal infractions
committed in relation to the armed conflict’.2 The FMLN argued that the
requirement of Protocol II, Additional to the Geneva Conventions, that the
courts offer the ‘essential guarantees of independence and impartiality’ did
not require them to be established ‘according to the government law in effect’.
According to the FMLN:

Nor is it necessary that guilt be proven by the standards of the government law; rather
Protocol II presupposes the coexistence ‘of national legislation of the State with insurgent
legislation’. Consequently, under this interpretation, each of the contending parties shall
be able to try according to their own applicable laws.3

FMLN courts were criticized for failing to provide the requisite due process
guarantees. The United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador (ONUSAL) cri-
ticized the courts for want of impartiality, lack of legal training on the part of
the decision makers and the failure to afford all necessary rights and means
of defence including the right to appeal.4 Americas Watch took the courts to
task for failing to provide legal training to those involved with the courts and
for not disclosing the identity of defence counsel to the accused.5 Americas
Watch also posed a number of questions of the FLMN courts:

[W]hat crimes are specified as capital offenses, and are they vague or overbroad? How does
the FMLN make known the content of its penal laws so that individuals may pattern their
behaviour accordingly? Who undertakes and what is the nature and length of the pre-trial

1 FMLN Secretariat for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, The Legitimacy of Our
Methods of Struggle (Berkeley, CA: Inkworth Press on behalf of FMLN, 1988), at 6.

2 Ibid., at 17.
3 Ibid., 19^20 (internal citation omitted).
4 Third Report of the United Nations Observer Mission in El Salvador (ONUSAL), UN Doc. A/46/

876-S/23580, 19 February 1992, at xx112^114.
5 Americas Watch, Violations of Fair Trial Guarantees by the FMLN’s Ad Hoc Courts (New York:

AmericasWatch, 1990), at 21.
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investigation? What are the rules of evidence? Can the death sentence be based on confes-
sions that are not freely given or spontaneous? What is the standard of proof necessary to
convict the defendant? Can the civilian ‘judges’ weigh the evidence based on their ‘personal
conviction’, thereby reaching a decision based upon any piece of evidence without ensuring
its authenticity or veracity? And, is there a written record of proceedings?6

For its part, the FMLN contended that its procedural law did afford fair trial
guarantees including the presumption of innocence and the prohibitions on
retroactive trials, coerced testimony and enforced guilty pleas. However, in
the view of the FMLN, the particular type of tribunal and legislation required
by Additional Protocol II had to be ‘adapted to the conditions and capacity’ of
the warring parties. Realism dictated that ‘the particular mechanisms neces-
sary for defense’ had to be ‘adjusted to the real possibilities of the zone where
the trial is held’. By way of example, the FMLN observed that there could be
no requirement that the defence counsel be a licensed attorney if there were
no licensed attorneys in the region. Instead,‘defense counsel should be selected
by virtue of his conduct and the solidity [sic] of his ethical principles’.7 The
FMLN also argued that, in certain circumstances, the identity of the jurors
and the defence counsel could not be disclosed so as to avoid reprisals being
carried out against them.8

B. CPN-M Courts in Nepal

‘People’s courts’ were convened by the CPN-M during the armed conflict in
Nepal and flourished in the period immediately after the conclusion of the
ceasefire.9 The increase in the number of CPN-M courts took place alongside
the establishment of a parallel CPN-M administration. Indeed, the CPN-M
regarded their ‘people’s courts’ as the heart of their government.10 The ‘people’s
courts’ applied the CPN-M public legal code. This code provided that ‘[i]nvesti-
gations shall be carried out by the security organ, prosecutions by the
People’s Prosecutor and decisions by the Peoples’ Court. The organs of the
state shall rely on the people, based on evidence and criterion of law.’11 Many
cases heard by CPN-M courts involved minor disputes over land, money and

6 Ibid., at 28.
7 FMLN, supra note 1, at 20.
8 Ibid. See also Letter from Head of the FMLN Secretariat for the Promotion and Protection of
Human Rights to AmericasWatch, excerpted in AmericasWatch, supra note 5, at 11.

9 United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in Nepal, Human Rights
Abuses by the CPN-M: Summary of Concerns (2006), available online at http://nepal.ohchr.org/
en/index.html (last visited 23 May 2009), at 4; J. Somer, ‘Jungle Justice: Passing Sentence on
the Equality of Belligerents in Non-international Armed Conflict’, 89 International Review of the
Red Cross (2007) 655, at 681.

10 C. Haviland, ‘Parallel justice, Maoist style’, BBC News (14 October 2006) available online at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/1/hi/world/south_asia/6048272.stm (last visited 23 May 2009).

11 Art. 2, para. 9 of the Public Legal Code, 2060 (2003/2004) of the United Revolutionary Peoples’
Council (on file with author). I am grateful to Jonathan Somer for providing me with an unoffi-
cial translation of the Code.
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familial relationships.12 Judges had training, though only over a day or two.
This was considered sufficient as, in the words of one judge, ‘these cases are
often a matter of common sense’.13

The courts were regarded by some of the populace as able to dispense with
cases quickly and cheaply and liked due to their distrust of state courts.
Others, however, viewed them with suspicion, considering them unjust and to
mete out ill-treatment.14 The Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights in Nepal (OHCHR) was of the view that CPN-M courts failed to provide
the due process guarantees required of them. In particular, the OHCHR drew
attention to the ‘abductions, related investigations and punishment related to
the ‘‘people’s courts’’, including holding people in private houses’.15 According
to the OHCHR, following its representations, individuals held by CPN-M
courts were released or handed over to the police. This was not true, however,
of CPN-M personnel who were being subjected to disciplinary measures.16

With respect to these internal investigations into allegations of CPN-M abuse,
the OHCHR recommended the establishment of an oversight mechanism to
ensure their impartiality and completeness. At the same time as making this
recommendation, the position of the OHCHR was that ‘internal investigations
cannot substitute for criminal investigations by police [and] independent
investigations and prosecutions carried out by a state court’.17

C. LTTE Courts in Sri Lanka

In the early 1990s, the LTTE began establishing a system of courts in the north
and east of Sri Lanka, in the territory under its control. In explaining the
LTTE’s convening of courts, the chief of its legal and administration division
pointed to two principal reasons. First, the system was intended to aid a
smooth administration of the territory: ‘[w]e have to maintain law and order
in the areas controlled by us. For this purpose we need the court system.’18

Second, the will of the people demanded it: ‘[t]he people in the north and east
have lost faith in the legal system of the country. Therefore this [LTTE court]
system should continue.’19

12 See ‘Judged by the people’, The Economist (5 October 2006) available online at http://www.
economist.com/world/asia/displaystory.cfm?story_id¼E1_RDDTGNJ (last visited 23 May 2009);
Haviland, supra note 10.

13 Maoist judge, in Haviland, supra note 10.
14 See ibid.; OHCHR Nepal, supra note 9, at 4; ‘Judged by the people’, supra note 12.
15 OHCHR Nepal, supra note 9, at 4.
16 Ibid., at 2.
17 Ibid., at 8 (emphasis added).
18 C. Kamalendran, ‘The inside story of ‘‘Eelam Courts’’’, Sunday Times (Sri Lanka), 14 November

2004, available online at http://sundaytimes.lk/021208/news/courts.html (last visited 23 May
2009).

19 Interview with E. Pararajasingham, ‘Tamil Eelam ^ a de facto State: Tamil Eelam Legal System’,
30 October 2003, available online at www.tamilnation.org/tamileelam/defacto/index.htm
(last visited 23 March 2009). See also ibid.
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At its most developed, the court system consisted of some17 courts in a hier-
archical structure, including six District courts, two High courts, an Appeals
Court and a Special Bench that was akin to a Supreme Court. Those sentenced
to a penalty of death could also have recourse to a ‘Review Committee on
Appeal for Pardon’.20 By late 2004, LTTE courts had heard some 23,000 cases,
many of which related to land disputes and financial matters. Others involved
LTTE cadres, though some of these were referred to specialist military
courts.21 The courts enforced the Tamil Eelam Penal and Civil Codes, both of
which were enacted in 1994. These codes, like the rest of the LTTE legal
system, were based on a mix of Sri Lankan, Indian and British law.22 The
LTTE also established a ‘law college’. Initially open to LTTE cadres alone, it
was later opened to the wider population. The course was of 5 years duration,
consisting of 3-years academic study and a 2-year apprenticeship.23 Lawyers
from any part of Sri Lanka could appear before LTTE courts, but had to take
an oath before doing so.24

Prior to this high watermark, things were very different. As explained by the
LTTE divisional chief:

[I]n the beginning we established mediation boards (Inakka Saphai) at the village level.
These functioned from 1984 to 1992. But the mediation board system was a failure mainly
because there was no legal code as [a] basis for adjudication and because many of those
who sat on the mediation boards weren’t educated and trained in law. It created a lot of pro-
blems for the Liberation Movement and led to frictions with society.25

In response to the question why, then, the mediation boards continued to oper-
ate for close to 8 years, the legal chief answered:

In the beginning we were a guerrilla organisation, engaging in hit and run tactics against
the Sri Lankan armed forces.We had no stable control over large territories or populations.
Therefore we neither had the resources nor the environment to set up and run a proper
judicial system.26

Mirroring the view of the FMLN, the LTTE’s approach was that the facts on the
ground dictated the way in which the courts could operate:

[T]he contours of the space within which our legal system has to function is quite limited
by political, economic and military pressures. But as this space expands in the future we

20 Interview with Pararajasingham, supra note 19. For a slightly different structuring, see ‘LTTE
Courts structure’, Sunday Times (Sri Lanka), 14 November 2004, available online at http://sun-
daytimes.lk/021208/news/courts.html (last visited 23 May 2009).

21 S. Gurunathan, ‘LTTE courts open to all lawyers’, Sunday Times (Sri Lanka), 14 November 2004,
available online at ibid.; ‘We have an independent system says ‘‘District Court Judge’’’, Sunday
Times (Sri Lanka), 14 November 2004, available online at ibid.; Kamalendran, supra note 18;
Interview with Pararajasingham, supra note 19.

22 Interview with Pararajasingham, supra note 19.
23 Kamalendran, supra note 18.
24 Gurunathan, supra note 21.
25 Interview with Pararajasingham, supra note 19.
26 Ibid.
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would be in a position to adopt measures that would perfect our legal system to match
international standards.27

In both periods of the courts’ existence, there was relatively little interaction
between LTTE courts and other actors. A notable exception was the United
States Department of State, the annual human rights reports of which paint a
far less rosy picture. The State Department criticized the LTTE courts for
being ‘composed of judges with little or no legal training’ and for operating
‘essentially as agents of the LTTE rather than as an independent judiciary’.
The State Department also reported that the LTTE issued demands to Tamil
civilians to stop using state courts and only use LTTE courts, demands that
were backed up by threats of force.28

3. The Status of Armed Opposition Groups’ Courts
under International Humanitarian Law

It is important to consider whether international humanitarian law entitles
armed opposition groups to establish courts, as groups like the FMLN suggest.
Explicit provision is made for courts of armed groups in the principal interna-
tional humanitarian law instruments. Common Article 3 of the Geneva
Conventions prohibits ‘the passing of sentences and the carrying out of execu-
tions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court,
affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by
civilized peoples’.29 Additional Protocol II contains a related provision, reading
in relevant part: ‘[n]o sentence shall be passed and no penalty shall be exe-
cuted on a person found guilty of an offence except pursuant to a conviction
pronounced by a court offering the essential guarantees of independence and
impartiality.’30

These two provisions have been widely reproduced in bilateral treaties con-
cluded between warring parties,31 in the statutes of international criminal
courts32 and in recent declarations purporting to clarify the rules applicable
in these contexts.33 Like much of international humanitarian law, the idea
is not new, having its genesis in the Lieber Code.34 Provisions on ‘regularly

27 Ibid.
28 United States Department of State, 2005 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices (2006);

United States Department of State, 2006 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices (2007),
both available online at http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/ (last visited 23 May 2009).

29 Art. 3(1)(d) of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
30 Art. 6(2) of the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating

to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflict.
31 See e.g. Art. 3(2) of Part IVof the Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and

International Humanitarian Law between the Government of the Republic of the Philippines
and the National Democratic Front of the Philippines.

32 Art. 4(g) ICTRSt.; Arts 3(g) SCSLSt., 8(2)(c)(iv) ICCSt. with slight stylistic modification.
33 Art. 9 of the Turku/Abo Declaration of Minimum Humanitarian Standards.
34 Art. 148 of the Instructions for the Government of Armies of the United States in the Field.
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constituted courts’ and courts ‘offering the essential guarantees of indepen-
dence and impartiality’ are, thus, well-established in international humanitar-
ian law and international criminal law. Their precise meaning is less well
settled.
The argument may be made that states, at the diplomatic conferences of

1949 and 1974^1977, did not intend to legitimate the existence and workings
of courts of armed groups; rather, they were seeking to outlaw summary
execution. This argument does not stand up to any real scrutiny. The drafting
history of common Article 3 reveals that the provision is focused not so much
on the prohibition of summary execution as the requirement of a judicial
process. It is true that an early draft referenced ‘executions’alone, but later dis-
cussions revealed a preference for broadening this to include ‘pronouncements
of sentences’ or ‘penal sanctions’.35 The text as adopted by the Working Party
accordingly referred to ‘the pronouncement of sentences and penal sanctions’,
omitting the word ‘executions’ altogether.36 During the drafting of Additional
Protocol II, the word ‘sentences’ was itself interpreted widely, being considered
by one delegate to include ‘all forms of sentences, for a sentence was sometimes
imposed through administrative channels instead of by a court’.37 Thus,
although the term ‘executions’ appears in the final text of common Article 3,
the drafting history reveals that the provision deals with matters far broader.
Such a reading is reinforced by the Commentary of the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC):

Sentences and executions without previous trial are too open to error. ‘Summary justice’
may be effective on account of the fear it arouses ç though that has yet to be proved ç
but it adds too many further innocent victims to all the other innocent victims of the con-
flict. All civilised nations surround the administration of justice with safeguards aimed at
eliminating the possibility of judicial errors. The Convention has rightly proclaimed that it
is essential to do this even in time of war.38

That addresses the scope of the provisions but not the actor to whom they are
directed and it may be argued that the relevant provisions apply to the govern-
mental forces alone. Again, this is not convincing. Provisions of international
humanitarian law bind all parties to the conflict. The chapeau to common
Article 3 reads: ‘each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply’; a list of pro-
visions is then set out. Additional Protocol II, in its draft stages, contained a
provision that ‘[t]he rights and duties of the parties to the conflict under the
present Protocol are equally valid for all of them.’39 The clause was deleted,

35 Final Record of the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva of 1949 (Berne: Federal Political Department,
1951) (hereinafter ‘Final Record’),Vol. I, at 113; Vol. III, at 97; Vol. II-A, at 779.

36 Ibid.,Vol. III, at 98^99.
37 Official Records of the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of International

Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts (1974^1977) (Bern: Federal Political
Department, 1978) (hereinafter ‘Official Records’), Vol. 8, at 351, x 47 (delegate of the United
Kingdom).

38 International Committee of the Red Cross (Pictet ed.), Commentary IV Geneva Convention
Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time ofWar (Geneva: ICRC, 1958), at 39.

39 Draft article 5.
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but this was due to concerns that the parties were being placed on an equal
footing.40 Its deletion cannot be taken as meaning that the provisions were
not considered binding on all sides. Indeed, by the time Additional Protocol II
was being drafted, it was abundantly clear to states that provisions of interna-
tional humanitarian law applied equally to all parties and that included provi-
sions relating to courts.41

Such a conclusion also comports with the frequent calls of the international
community to all parties to a conflict to enforce international humanitarian
law. The Security Council, for example, has required all warring factions,
regardless of their governmental or non-governmental status, to enforce inter-
national humanitarian law, to end impunity and to bring alleged perpetrators
to justice.42 At times, the leaders of armed opposition groups are explicitly
called upon to ensure the accountability of their members for any violations
committed. The Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the
Sudan, for example, has called upon the senior leadership of the Sudan
People’s Liberation Army and South Sudan Independence Army to deter viola-
tions of international humanitarian law by ‘investigating the cases brought to
their attention and holding the perpetrators responsible’.43

The application of the doctrine of command responsibility to internal armed
conflicts bolsters this assessment.44 An internal armed conflict, requiring as
it does a certain level of organization on the part of the armed opposition
group, ‘implies responsible command and that responsible command in turn
implies command responsibility’.45 This mode of liability thus applies to state
and non-governmental actors alike in an internal armed conflict. Accordingly,
a commander of an armed opposition group would be criminally responsible
if he knew or had reason to know that his subordinate had committed a pro-
hibited act and he failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to

40 Similar concerns have been raised in the present context. These are addressed in Section 6 of
this article.

41 See e.g. Official Records, supra note 37,Vol. 8, at 346, x 23 (delegate of the ICRC) and at 348, x36
(delegate of Canada). See also K.J. Partsch, ‘Individual Penal Responsibility Provided by the
Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions’, Second Round Table on Current Problems of
International Humanitarian Law, cited in L. Zegveld, Accountability of Armed Opposition
Groups in International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), at 73 fn. 43; D.P.
Forsythe, ‘Legal Management of Internal War: The 1977 Protocol on Non-International Armed
Conflicts’, 72 American Journal of International Law (1978) 272, at 293.

42 See e.g. SC Res. 1479 (2003) on Ivory Coast; SC Res. 1509 (2003) on Liberia.
43 See e.g. Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Sudan, Ga¤ spa¤ r B|¤ ro¤ , UN

Doc. E/CN.4/1996/62, 20 February 1996, at x 87.
44 M. Sasso' li, ‘Possible Legal Mechanisms to Improve Compliance by Armed Groups with

International Humanitarian Law and International Human Rights Law’, Paper submitted at
the Armed Groups Conference (Vancouver, 2003) available online at http://www.genevacall.
org/resources/testi-reference-materials/testi-other-documents/sassoli-13nov03.pdf (last visited
23 May 2009), at 12; Somer, supra note 9, at 685.

45 Decision on Interlocutory Appeal Challenging Jurisdiction in Relation to Command
Responsibility, Hadz› ihasanovic¤ , Alagic¤ and Kubura (IT-01-47-AR72), Appeals Chamber, 16 July
2003, at x17.
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punish the subordinate.46 For the most part, this will be satisfied through
referral of the incident to the competent judicial authorities.47 But given
that armed groups are not going to be willing to refer the matter to state
authorities ç indeed to do so may be considered an act of betrayal or treach-
ery ç the authorities in question will likely have to be those of the armed
group.48

International humanitarian law does not, then, ‘rule out, a priori, the initia-
tion of criminal proceedings by armed groups’.49 International humanitarian
law may not explicitly create a right for armed opposition groups to set up
courts; neither does it prohibit their establishment. Rather, it regulates their
creation and operation should armed opposition groups decide to convene
them.

4. Are Armed Opposition Groups’ Courts
‘Regularly Constituted’?

At a formal level, then, common Article 3(1)(d), with its reference to a ‘regu-
larly constituted court’ applies to the state and the armed opposition group
alike and regulates the courts of both. At a material level, however, it may be
that only the state can conform to the ‘regularly constituted’ requirement,
courts of armed groups being ad hoc in nature. Along these lines, the ICRC
commentary to Additional Protocol II notes that this phrase was omitted from
Additional Protocol II given the view of some experts that ‘it was unlikely
that a court could be ‘‘regularly constituted’’ under national law by an insur-
gent party’.50 A similar view was taken by ONUSAL when commenting on the
courts of the FMLN, in its statement that the regularly constituted requirement
is one ‘which an insurgent force may have difficulty meeting’.51

Whether or not the courts of armed groups can be said to be ‘regularly con-
stituted’ depends entirely on the meaning of the phrase and to date there has
been no uniform definition.52 The customary international humanitarian law
study conducted under the auspices of the ICRC defines a regularly constituted
court as one which ‘has been established and organized in accordance with

46 Ibid., at x18.
47 Judgment, Kordic¤ and C› erkez (IT-95-14/2-T),Trial Chamber, 26 February 2001, at x 446.
48 This issue is considered further, below, Section 6.
49 A.-M. La Rosa, ‘Sanctions as a means of obtaining greater respect for humanitarian law: a

review of their effectiveness’, 90 International Review of the Red Cross (2008) 221, at 236. See
also Somer, supra note 9, at 670.

50 International Committee of the Red Cross, Commentary on theAdditional Protocols of 8 June 1977
to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 (Geneva: ICRC, 1987), at 1398.

51 ONUSAL, supra note 4, at x111.
52 Somer, supra note 9, at 675^676, has noted that ‘[p]roposed definitions either brush over the

nuances of disparity, are vague, or fail to adequately engage the substantive differences
between Common Article 3 and APII’.
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the laws and procedures already in force in a country’,53 thus excluding the
courts of armed groups established pursuant to their own ‘law’. Such courts
are similarly excluded from the definition offered by Justice Alito of the United
States Supreme Court in Hamdan who interpreted the term as requiring that
‘the court be appointed or established in accordance with the appointing coun-
try’s domestic law’.54 However, there is reason to believe that the matter does
not end there.
The ‘regularly constituted’ requirement has been interpreted in a myriad of

other ways. The Elements of Crimes, which assist in the interpretation and
application of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,55 define
‘regularly constituted’ by reference to ‘the essential guarantees of indepen-
dence and impartiality’.56 Similarly, Justice Stevens in Hamdan noted that regu-
larly constituted is ‘[i]nextricably intertwined’ with the judicial guarantees
recognized as indispensable.57 Approaching the issue from an altogether differ-
ent perspective, it has been suggested that whether a court of an armed
group is regularly constituted should not be ‘construed too literally’:
‘Guerrillas, after all, are not apt to carry black robes and white wigs in their
back packs’.58 Rather, the test should be one of appropriateness, ‘whether
the appropriate authorities, acting under appropriate powers, created the
court according to appropriate standards.’59 There are problems with these
approaches for sure ç independence and impartiality go more to indispens-
able judicial guarantees than to regular constitution; a standard of appropri-
ateness raises more questions than it answers. However, they do reveal
differing interpretations of a ‘regularly constituted court’, all of which are
potentially wide enough to embrace the courts of armed opposition groups
as being regularly constituted.60

If a regularly constituted court was defined as one ‘established by law’, as
some have argued,61 this would also be wide enough to include the courts of

53 See J.M. Henckaerts and L. Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian law:Volume 1:
Rules (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), at 355. This was cited with approval in
Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 US _ , per Stevens J, at 69; Kennedy J, at 8.

54 Hamdan, supra note 53, perAlito J, at 2^3.
55 Art. 9 ICCSt.
56 Art. 8(2)(c)(iv), Elements of Crimes. The relevant element reads: ‘There was no previous judg-

ment pronounced by a court, or the court that rendered judgment was not ‘‘regularly consti-
tuted’’, that is, it did not afford the essential guarantees of independence and impartiality, or
the court that rendered judgment did not afford all other judicial guarantees generally recog-
nized as indispensable under international law’ (emphasis added).

57 Hamdan, supra note 53, per Stevens J, at 70.
58 J.E. Bond, ‘Application of the Law of War to Internal Conflicts’, 3 Georgia Journal of International

and Comparative Law (1973) 345, at 372.
59 Ibid., at 372.
60 See generally Somer, supra note 9, at 671^676.
61 See Art. 6(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR); Art. 8(1) of the American

Convention on Human Rights (ACHR). This is also the view of Amnesty International: see
Amicus Curiae Observations on Superior Responsibility submitted pursuant to Rule 103 of the
Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Bemba Gombo (ICC-01/05-01/08-406), Pre-Trial Chamber II,
20 April 2009, at xx 22^23.
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armed groups established pursuant to their own ‘law’.62 As one far-sighted del-
egate at the 1974^1977 diplomatic conference pointed out, if an armed group
is sufficiently organized as to be a party to a conflict and observe the rules
of humanitarian law, it may be sufficiently organized as to enact laws and a
legal basis for its courts.63 Said in the context of Additional Protocol II, the
point is no less true of common Article 3, albeit with a difference in the precise
degree of organization exhibited. This has been borne out in practice, with
the not uncommon occurrence of an armed group enacting ‘legislation’.
Accordingly, courts have existed which have been established according to
law ç the ‘law’ of the armed group.64 To read the term ‘established by law’ in
this way is also to shift the focus away from the particular manner in which
the court is set up and towards the way in which it operates.65 Such a shift
does raise a whole host of issues relating to the legitimacy of these courts.
These are explored in Section 6. For now, we turn to the operation of the
courts, focusing on fair trial guarantees.

5. Due Process Guarantees
As seen in Section 2, the principal criticism of courts of armed groups is that
they fail to afford due process guarantees. Indeed, there are those who cannot
even envisage the possibility of their being able to so provide.66 It is thus impor-
tant to assess whether such courts have the capacity to operate in accordance
with fair trial standards.

A. Sources of the Obligations

In order to undertake this assessment, it first becomes necessary to ascertain
precisely which fair trial guarantees are applicable in time of internal armed
conflict. For a conflict that meets the threshold of Additional Protocol II, the
answer is clearer for that Protocol lays down a list of applicable guarantees.
In the context of common Article 3, interpretation of the phrase ‘judicial guar-
antees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples’ is required,
for no list of guarantees is to be found in the text of Article 3 itself and

62 Not all agree: see A.-M. La Rosa and C.Wuerzner,‘Armed groups, sanctions and the implementa-
tion of international humanitarian law’, 90 International Review of the Red Cross (2008) 327, at
340. Some require the law to emanate from a parliamentary statute or the like: M. Nowak, UN
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: CCPR Commentary (Kehl: NP Engel, 2005) 319; Amicus
Curiae Observations of Amnesty International, supra note 61, at xx 22^23.

63 Official Records, supra note 37,Vol. 8, at 360, x 20 (delegate of Nigeria).
64 For example, the Public Legal Code, supra note 11, governed CPN-M courts.
65 For the view that this is a positive shift, see Somer, supra note 9, at 687^689.
66 Bond,‘Application’, supra note 58, at 373; P. Rowe,‘War Crimes’ in D. McGoldrick, P. Rowe, and E.

Donnelly (eds), The Permanent International Criminal Court: Legal and Policy Issues (Oxford:
Hart, 2004), at 226^227; P. Rowe, The Impact of Human Rights Law on Armed Forces
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), at 197 and 201.
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although several delegates at the diplomatic conference of 1949 argued in
favour of compiling a list of judicial guarantees, focusing particularly on the
rights of the defence, such a list did not prove forthcoming.67

There are several approaches to understanding the phrase ‘indispensable
judicial guarantees’, all of which draw on other areas of the law, bearing in
mind its object and purpose. The first uses the fair trial rights of Additional
Protocol II as a guide. The second turns to the due process guarantees of the
law of international armed conflict, while the third looks to the standards
found in international human rights law. Regardless of the particular approach
followed, it should be kept in mind that,‘[i]f humanitarian considerations dom-
inate to the exclusion of the capacity of the insurgents ::: then the proposed
rules are divorced from reality.’68 Rules that are inherently beyond the reach
of armed groups and which they have no hope of meeting serve little useful
purpose.
In ascertaining which guarantees are considered indispensable by civilized

peoples, the starting point must be that of Article 6 of Additional Protocol II,
for, as has already been noted, this provision does contain a list of ‘essential
guarantees of independence and impartiality’ that are applicable during an
internal armed conflict.69 In introducing what was to become Article 6, the
delegate of the ICRC, at the diplomatic conference of 1974^1977, made clear
the link between that provision and common Article 3, going so far as to run
the two together.70 This position is carried through to the ICRC Commentary
with Article 6 being considered to supplement and develop common Article
3(1)(d),71 and to provide ‘valuable indications to help explain the terms of
Article 3 on guarantees’.72 The Elements of Crimes of the Rome Statute also
demonstrate the link between the two provisions.73 In defining the phrase

67 Final Record, supra note 35,Vol. II-B, at 78 and 84 (delegate of France); 49 and 84 (delegate of
Italy); 83 (delegate of the USA).

68 G.I.A.D. Draper, ‘Humanitarian Law and Internal Armed Conflicts’, 13 Georgia Journal of
International and Comparative Law (1983) 253, at 264.

69 There is considerable academic support for the idea that common Art. 3(1)(d) should be read in
light of Art. 6 of Additional Protocol II. See e.g. D.A. Elder, ‘The Historical Background of
Common Article 3 of The Geneva Convention of 1949’, 11 Case Western Reserve Journal of
International Law (1979) 37, at 65; W.A. Solf, ‘Problems with the Application of Norms
Governing Interstate Armed Conflict to Non-International Armed Conflict’, 13 Georgia Journal
of International and Comparative Law (1983) 291, at 296; C. Kress, ‘War Crimes Committed in
Non-International Armed Conflict and the Emerging System of International Criminal Justice’,
30 Israel Yearbook on Human Rights (2000) 103, at 137; K. Do« rmann, Elements of War Crimes
under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court: Sources and Commentary
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), at 412; ‘Determining Customary International
Law Relative to the Conduct of Hostilities in Non-International Armed Conflicts: Remarks of
Commander W.J. Fenrick’, 2 American University Journal of International Law and Policy (1987)
471, at 474.

70 Official Records, supra note 37,Vol. 8, at 357, x3 (delegate of the ICRC).
71 ICRC Commentary on the Additional Protocols, supra note 50, at mn 4597.
72 Ibid., at 878.
73 Do« rmann notes that the very drafting of the elements of Art. 8(2)(c)(iv) was ‘largely influenced’

byArt. 6 of Additional Protocol II: K. Do« rmann, ‘Preparatory Commission for the International
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‘regularly constituted’ by reference to ‘independence and impartiality’, common
Article 3 terminology was defined by reference to wording from Additional
Protocol II, suggesting that recourse may be had to the latter when interpret-
ing the former. One state, Colombia, was even more explicit, observing that
Article 6 ‘which establishes an indispensable minimum of judicial guarantees
during time of war’ may be useful in drawing up the elements of the common
Article 3(1)(d) offence.74

A second approach to identifying the indispensable guarantees is to look to
the fair trial rights of the law of international armed conflict.75 There is much
to be said for this position. Common Article 3 is no more than a microcosm of
the Geneva Conventions as a whole, starting out as it did as a preambular pro-
vision to the Civilians Convention, designed to reflect the spirit of that
Convention.76 When interpreting common Article 3, it is thus only natural to
turn to the Conventions as a whole.77 Such an approach would reflect sugges-
tions made in 1949 to incorporate into what was to become common Article
3 some of the provisions on fair trial rights in international armed conflicts.78

It also has the benefit of judicial support, with Justice Stevens in Hamdan
using the guarantees of Article 75 of Additional Protocol I to interpret the
requirements of common Article 3.79 Ultimately, it would reflect the intercon-
nected nature of the various due process guarantees dispersed throughout
the corpus of international humanitarian law.80

A third approach is to draw on the fair trial standards of international
human rights law. A particular role is envisaged for human rights law in the
context of internal armed conflicts,81 even by those otherwise against applica-
tion of that body of law in time of conflict.82 The nexus between international

Criminal Court: the Elements of War Crimes’, 839 International Review of the Red Cross (2000)
771.

74 Proposal submitted by Colombia, Doc No. PCNICC/1999/WGEC/DP.15. For a similar view, see A.
Zimmerman, ‘Article 8’, in O. Triffterer (ed.), Commentary on the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court: Observers’ Notes, Article by Article (Baden-Baden: Nomos
Verlagsgesellschaft, 1999), mn 282.

75 J.E. Bond,‘Internal Conflict and Article Three of the Geneva Conventions’, 48 Denver Law Journal
(1971^1972) 263, at 281 and 285; Zegveld, supra note 41, at 70.

76 Final Record, supra note 35,Vol. II-A, at 696 (Chairman).
77 Bond, ‘Internal Conflict’, supra note 75, at 282^283.
78 Final Record, supra note 35,Vol. II-B, at 49 and 84 (delegate of Italy); 83 and 90 (delegate of the

USA).
79 See Hamdan, supra note 53, per Stevens J, at 70.
80 On the interrelationship, see Pictet, supra note 38, at 58, 354 and 616; ICRC Commentary on the

Additional Protocols, supra note 50, at 878 and mn 4597. See also Official Records, supra note
37,Vol. 8, at 355, x71 (delegate of Italy); at 353, x61 (delegate of New Zealand).

81 H. Krieger, ‘A Conflict of Norms: The Relationship between Humanitarian Law and Human
Rights Law in the ICRC Customary Law Study’, 11 Journal of Conflict and Security Law (2006)
265; W. Abresch, ‘A Human Rights Law of Internal Armed Conflict: The European Court of
Human Rights in Chechnya’, 16 European Journal of International Law (2005) 741.

82 G.I.A.D. Draper,‘Humanitarian Law and Human Rights’, in M.A. Meyer and H. McCoubrey (eds),
Reflections on Law and Armed Conflicts: Selected Works on the Law of War by the late Professor
Colonel G.I.A.D. Draper, OBE (The Hague: Kluwer, 1998), at 148^149.
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human rights law and Additional Protocol II has been made explicit, with the
preamble to the Protocol recalling that ‘international instruments relating to
human rights offer a basic protection to the human person’. As far as fair trial
guarantees are concerned, Article 6 of Additional Protocol II is ‘largely based
on’ the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).83 Indeed,
during the drafting process, a number of delegates supported what was to
become Article 6 for the very reason that it reflected provisions of the
ICCPR,84 with one delegate going so far as to submit an amendment to (now)
Article 6 in order to harmonize it with Article 15 of the ICCPR.85

There are, then, three ways through which to identify the due process guar-
antees afforded by common Article 3. When drawing on any of these
approaches, it is important to bear in mind the particular context in which
the relevant instruments apply. Additional Protocol II applies in conflicts in
which the armed group exercises such territorial control as to enable it to
carry out sustained and concerted military operations; the Geneva
Conventions and Additional Protocol I apply to conflicts usually fought
between states; and human rights law traditionally regulates the relationship
between the state and the individual. As such, the content of none of these
instruments can be transported ipso facto and without more into a common
Article 3 conflict simpliciter, for that would be to destroy the ‘intimate
nexus’86 between the scope and content of that article. It would also be to
import these standards rather than to use them as a guide in interpreting the
requirements of common Article 3.
To transfer the one into the other would also be to fail to appreciate that reg-

ular constitution, independence and impartiality in a conflict of some intensity
is not necessarily the same as that in a conflict involving sustained and
concerted military operations, just as regular constitution, independence and
impartiality may differ in time of conflict from time of peace. Even more impor-
tantly, it may create obligations that exceed the capabilities of armed groups, a
concern evidently in the minds of some of those present at the diplomatic con-
ference of 1974^1977.87 This does not mean that the guarantees themselves
are inapplicable or should be interpreted in such a way as to render them
meaningless. Rather, they need to be interpreted in a manner which respects
their substance while also making compliance with them possible. Anything
less sacrifices real protection for the sake of paper standards, proving correct
that old adage, the best is the enemy of the good.

83 ICRC Commentary on the Additional Protocols, supra note 50, at mn 4597. See also M. Bothe,
K.J. Partsch, and W.A. Solf, New Rules for Victims of Armed Conflicts (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1982), at 650.

84 Official Records, supra note 37,Vol. 8, at 347, x 25 (delegate of the ICRC); at 347, x 27 (delegate of
Iran); at 350, x41 and Vol. 9, at 312, x39 (delegate of Belgium); at 308, x19 (delegate of the FRG).

85 Ibid.,Vol. 8, at 349, x38 (delegate of the GDR).
86 Draper, supra note 68, at 270.
87 Official Records, supra note 37, Vol. 8, at 350, x 45 (delegate of the UK); at 362, x 28 (delegate of

Spain); at 350, x 41 (Delegate of Belgium). See also ICRC Commentary on the Additional
Protocols, supra note 50, at mn 4597.
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B. Content of the Obligations

What does all this mean, in concrete terms, for the due process guarantees?
As noted above, the starting point is Article 6(2) of Additional Protocol II.
It may be helpful to reproduce that provision in relevant part:

(a) the procedure shall provide for an accused to be informed without delay of the particulars
of the offence alleged against him and shall afford the accused before and during his trial all
necessary rights and means of defence;(b) no one shall be convicted of an offence except on
the basis of individual penal responsibility;(c) no one shall be held guilty of any criminal
offence on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, under
the law, at the time when it was committed; nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than that
whichwas applicable at the time when the criminal offence was committed; if, after the com-
mission of the offence, provision is made by law for the imposition of a lighter penalty, the
offender shall benefit thereby;(d) anyone charged with an offence is presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law;(e) anyone charged with an offence shall have the right to be
tried in his presence;(f) no one shall be compelled to testify against himself or to confess guilt.

Subject to one exception, these due process guarantees are not affected by the
intensity of the conflict, the extent of the territorial control of the armed
group or its degree of organization. They are, in some senses, intangible.
The exception is sub-paragraph (a), with its reference to the ‘necessary rights
and means of defence’, which requires the provision of certain resources and
which, accordingly, may prove difficult for the armed opposition group not in
control of territory to make available. Ultimately, all will turn on the precise
meaning of the phrase.

1. Rights and Means of Defence

During the drafting of the Elements of Crimes for the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, Costa Rica proposed the inclusion of a list of spe-
cific rights and means of defence. Again, it may be convenient to set this out
in relevant part:

� the right to be brought promptly before a judge or other officer authorized by
law to exercise judicial power;
� the right to be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that
that court may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his detention and
order his release;
� the right to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his
defence and to communicate with counsel of his own choosing;
� the right to defend himself/herself in person or through legal assistance;
� the right to be tried without undue delay;
� the right to present and examine witnesses; and
� the right to an interpreter.88

88 Proposal submitted by Costa Rica, Hungary and Switzerland on Article 8 para. 2 (c) of the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Doc No. PCNICC/1999/WGEC/DP.10.
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The proposal generated three reactions.89 Some states believed that any list of
rights, even a non-exhaustive one, devalued those rights not on the list.
Colombia, for example, ‘anticipate[d] future progress, including the develop-
ment of additional guarantees’.90 Other states were of the view that violation
of one specific right may not amount to a war crime.91 Still others expressed
the concern that the fair trial guarantees drawn up for the Elements of
Crimes differed from those contained in the Rome Statute. The key point for
the purposes of this article is that states did not contest the proposed list of
rights and means of defence on the basis of inapplicability to, or impracticality
in, internal armed conflicts. As such, the list stands as a useful guide to under-
standing the meaning of the phrase ‘necessary rights and means of defence’.
Such a conclusion is bolstered by the realization that the list largely mirrors
those fair trial guarantees of international armed conflict,92 those of interna-
tional human rights law93 and is in conformity with the views of the ICRC,94

and two lists proposed by commentators some 30 years ago.95 This is an exam-
ple where Additional Protocol II, the law of international armed conflict and
international human rights law all coincide.
As with the due process guarantees generally many of these rights and

means of defence do not depend on the nature or extent of the control exer-
cised by the armed group. Others, however, do, notably the right to present wit-
nesses, the right to legal assistance, the associated right to counsel of one’s
own choosing and the right to adequate time and facilities for the preparation
of the defence. These could prove beyond the reach of many an armed group.
Understanding the particular context in which the case is set, however,
should not make these difficulties insurmountable for all. The right to adequate
time and facilities is perhaps the classic example of a provision the interpreta-
tion of which will differ as between time of conflict from that of peace.
That some due process guarantees may be interpreted in a way that

both respects their substance yet modifies them so as to take into account the
particular nature of the conflict should not be cause for concern for there is a
history of their differential interpretation based on the exigencies of the situa-
tion. In Hamdan, Justice Stevens took the view that ‘the procedures adopted
to try Hamdan deviate[d] from those governing courts-martial in ways not
justified by any ‘‘evident practical need’’‘, suggesting that practical need may
allow for a variation of procedure.96 The creation of gacaca courts in Rwanda

89 See Do« rmann, Preparatory Commission, supra note 73, at 771.
90 Proposal of Colombia, supra note 74.
91 This is reflected in a footnote at the end of para. 4 of the Elements of Crimes which reads: ‘With

respect to elements 4 and 5, the Court should consider whether, in the light of all relevant cir-
cumstances, the cumulative effect of factors with respect to guarantees deprived the person
or persons of a fair trial.’

92 Arts 84 and 105 of Geneva Convention (III) Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War.
93 Art. 14 ICCPR. See also Art. 6 ECHR; Art. 8 ACHR; Art. 7 of the African Charter on Human and

Peoples’ Rights.
94 ICRC Commentary on the Additional Protocols, supra note 50, at mn 4602.
95 See Bond, ‘Application’, supra note 58, at 373 and Elder, supra note 69, at 64.
96 Hamdan, supra note 53, per Stevens J, at 71.
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provides another example. In light of the large number of individuals allegedly
involved in the genocide, an alternative to conventional courts was devised,
one that balanced the due process guarantees with the reality of the situa-
tion.97 At any rate, the very use of the word ‘adequate’ in the right to adequate
time and facilities for the preparation of the defence denotes an inherently
variable standard and as the Human Rights Committee has confirmed,
‘[t]he determination of what constitutes ‘‘adequate time and facilities’’ requires
an assessment of the individual circumstances of each case.’98

Interpretation of the rules, of course, has its limits. At some point, rights
cease to be modified and start to be breached. That there is a base line below
which the right will be violated is akin to the idea of a ‘minimum core content’
of a right found in international human rights law. This does mean that
some armed opposition groups will simply be unable to meet the requisite stan-
dards. The examples of the FMLN, LTTE and CPN-M in Section 2 all share a
common feature ç control over a certain portion of state territory. That con-
trol over territory is linked to the ability to conduct trials is demonstrated in
the observation of a Trial Chamber of the Special Court for Sierra Leone
that ‘instances of systematic discipline of fighters for crimes committed against
civilians occurred in locations where the RUF had a relatively stable control
over that territory’.99 Many armed opposition groups do not possess this
degree of territorial control and it may be harder to envisage the possibility of
these groups holding any trials let alone fair trials.
However, even to conflicts involving guerrilla warfare, it should not be

assumed that the standards of a fair trial can never be met. An internal
armed conflict presupposes a certain measure of organization on the part of
the armed group and of the indicia of organization, ‘disciplinary rules and
mechanisms within the group’ rank high.100 Although this does not imply the
existence of judicial processes, the greater the degree of organization, the
more refined the disciplinary process. Furthermore, the intriguing possibility
of ‘portable courts’101 should not be discounted too readily for it is the court

97 For various views on due process in gacaca courts, see W.A. Schabas, ‘Genocide Trials and
Gacaca Courts’, 3 Journal of International Criminal Justice (2005) 879; J. Fierens, ‘Gacaca
Courts: Between Fantasy and Reality’, 3 Journal of International Criminal Justice (2005) 896; E.
Daly, ‘Between Punitive and Reconstructive Justice: The Gacaca Courts in Rwanda’, 34
NewYork University Journal of International Law and Politics (2002) 355.

98 See e.g. Thomas v. Jamaica, Human Rights Committee, Communication No. 272/1988, UN Doc.
CCPR/C/44/D/272/1988, at x11.4; Little v. Jamaica, Human Rights Committee, Communication
No. 283/1988, UN Doc. CCPR/C/43/D/283/1988, at x 8.3.

99 Judgment, Sesay, Kallon and Gbao (SCSL-04-15-T), Trial Chamber, 2 March 2009, at x 707
(hereinafter ‘RUF Trial Judgment’).

100 Judgment, Haradinaj, Balaj and Brahimaj (IT-04-84-T), Trial Chamber, 3 April 2008, at x 60;
Judgment, Limaj, Bala and Musliu (IT-03-66-T), Trial Chamber, 30 November 2005, at x 171.
See S. Sivakumaran, ‘Identifying an armed conflict not of an international character’, in C.
Stahn and G. Sluiter (eds), The Emerging Practice of the International Criminal Court (Leiden:
Brill, 2008) 363, at 368^369.

101 The idea is that of Somer, supra note 9, at 688, who expresses some hesitation.
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system that has to be regularly constituted and not the physical courtroom
space that has to be fixed.

2. Whose Law?

There is an additional issue, touched upon to some extent already, which may
present some difficulty, namely the use of the word ‘law’ in subparagraphs
(b)^(f) of Article 6(2) of Additional Protocol II. To recall, this article contains a
list of fair trial guarantees. The essential question becomes whether references
to law contained therein denotes the law of the state or whether it is broad
enough to encompass the ‘law’ of the armed group. The unwillingness of
states to accept any such characterization should come as little surprise given
the close relationship between the establishment of a judicial system and state
sovereignty. Accordingly, it may be difficult for a state to accept that courts
established by an armed opposition group against which it is in conflict have
a sound legal basis and are able to enact law. Recognition of these decisions
as law may give the group some legitimacy, treating them as akin to a state.
This is reflected in the reaction of the Chief Justice of Sri Lanka to the estab-

lishment of LTTE courts: ‘[j]udicial power is part of the sovereignty of the
people and it cannot be exercised by any other person than those who are
vested with it.’102 The Chief Justice continued, ‘[t]he LTTE can have a concilia-
tion mechanism if they want, like if two neighbours are at dispute then settling
such a dispute in an amicable manner is all right. But they have no judicial
authority.’103 At the time of drafting of the Second Additional Protocol, the del-
egate of Iraq asked ‘under what concepts the terms ‘‘offence’’, ‘‘penal law’’ and
‘‘court’’ should be interpreted when applied to the rebel party?’ and queried
how the principle of non-retroactivity could be applied to the rebel party,104

while the delegate of Argentina considered it unlikely that the state would
‘recognize the ideas of rebels as ‘‘national law’’’.105

While it is true that a number of states opposed the characterization of
armed opposition groups’ ‘law’ as law, it is equally the case that other states
take the view that they may be so characterized. The position of the United
Kingdom, for example, is that ‘the use of the bare word ‘‘law’’ [in Article
6(2)(c) of Additional Protocol II] must be taken to include both national and
international law. It could also be wide enough to cover ‘‘laws’’ passed by an
insurgent authority’.106 Indeed, the phrase ‘national law’ was omitted from the
final text of Article 6 precisely because of the uncertainty over whether the

102 L. Nasry, ‘Interview with Chief Justice Sarath N. de Silva: LTTE has no judicial authority ^ CJ’,
Sunday Times (Sri Lanka), 14 November 2004, available online at http://sundaytimes.lk/
021208/news/courts.html (last visited 23 May 2009).

103 Ibid.
104 Official Records, supra note 37,Vol. 8, at 355, x69 (delegate of Iraq).
105 Ibid.,Vol. 9, at 314, x54 (delegate of Argentina).
106 UK Ministry of Defence, The Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 2004), at 404.
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term was wide enough to cover the ‘law’ of the armed group, suggesting that
the ‘law’ of the armed group is covered by the reference to law.107

Unsurprisingly, the FMLN has taken the view that it is not ‘necessary that
guilt be proven by the standards of the government law’,108 and the practice
of ONUSAL, in assessing the laws of the FMLN against the provisions of
Additional Protocol II, would support such a conclusion.109 For its part, the
ICRC Commentary notes the complexity involved in the parallel application of
two systems of national law but does not deny its acceptability,110 while
another authoritative commentary, opines, ‘[t]here is no basis for the concept
that the rebels are prevented from changing the legal order existing in the ter-
ritory where they exercise factual power.’111

Indeed, to read references to law as including the ‘law’of the armed group is
simply to interpret the wording of a specific provision in light of the particular
setting in which it is applied. This is by no means revolutionary. In the context
of recruitment of ‘child soldiers’, the Appeals Chamber of the Special Court for
Sierra Leone took the view that ‘‘‘enlistment’’ cannot narrowly be defined as a
formal process’ given that armed groups are not conventional military organi-
zations.112 Conscription was defined by one Trial Chamber as ‘impl[ying] com-
pulsion, in some instances through the force of law’ and it was recognized
that ‘the traditional meaning of the term refers to governmental policies
requiring citizens to serve in their armed forces’.113 However, in order to ‘give
the protection against crimes relating to child soldiers its intended effect, it is
justified not to restrict ‘‘conscription’’ to the prerogative of States and their legit-
imate Governments, as international humanitarian law is not grounded on for-
malistic postulations’.114 It is for precisely the same reasons that references to
law should be read as including the ‘law’of the armed group.
All this is not to say that armed opposition groups invariably conduct trials

consistent with international standards. However, some of them have the
potential to do so. Views to the contrary are often fair but sometimes over-
stated. Criticisms of courts for failing to guarantee the right to appeal, for
example, are misleading given that no such obligation is required of armed
groups.115 What this section shows is that the view that courts of armed

107 Bothe, Partsch and Solf, supra note 83, at 651^652.
108 FMLN, supra note 1, at 19^20.
109 ONUSAL, supra note 4, at x113.
110 ICRC Commentary on the Additional Protocols, supra note 50, at mn 4605.
111 Bothe, Partsch and Solf, supra note 83, at 651.
112 Judgment, Fofana and Kondewa (SCSL-04-14-A), Appeals Chamber, 28 May 2008, at x144.
113 Judgment, Brima, Kamara and Kanu (SCSL-04-16-T),Trial Chamber, 20 June 2007, at x 734.
114 Ibid.
115 Such a right was suggested for inclusion during the drafting of Additional Protocol II but

rejected as imposing too onerous an obligation on the part of armed groups: Bothe, Partsch
and Solf, supra note 83, at 652. It does not appear in the proposal of Costa Rica for the
Elements of Crimes. For criticism of courts failing to guarantee the right to appeal, see e.g.
the critique of FARC courts by Human Rights Watch: Human Rights Watch, War Without
Quarter: Colombia and International Humanitarian Law (New York: Human Rights Watch,
1998), at 137.
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groups provide only summary justice, though instinctive, may be erroneous.
This does raise the difficult issue of what happens when the ‘law’of the armed
group comes into conflict with the law of the state and how to decide when
the one displaces the other. To this and other issues we now turn.

6. Legitimacy and Recognition
Courts of armed opposition groups may offer fair trials but does this mean that
they have a claim to legitimacy and recognition? Does it follow that the inter-
national community should engage with these courts or should they be
ignored for encroaching upon the sovereignty of the state in which they are
based? With state courts, there is a presumption of legitimacy; for courts of
armed opposition groups, the presumption seems to be one of illegitimacy.
The fear of giving courts of armed opposition groups a certain status, perhaps
even legitimacy, and armed groups themselves some semblance of recognition,
is the reason why the international community often fails to engage with
them. A proposed judicial monitoring system of LTTE courts, originally envi-
saged to be based on the Judicial System Monitoring Programme in East
Timor, was scrapped for fear of legitimizing the courts.116 Fear of legitimization
may also explain why ONUSAL did not offer any constructive suggestions to
the FMLN on improving its courts.117

It is no coincidence that in conflicts in which an armed group exercises ter-
ritorial control, the establishment of courts takes place alongside the provision
of education, health services and other manifestations of administrative con-
trol. This is often a conscious effort on the part of the armed group to afford
services traditionally provided by the state in an attempt to normalize the
situation, present the image of a stable, functioning regime and create a
quasi-state. The LTTE, for example, viewed the development of a legal frame-
work as ‘an important aspect’ of establishing its authority and power.118 To the
CPN-M, the courts were at the very heart of their government.119 These institu-
tions are thus designed to provide the armed group with a cloak of legitimacy
at least in relation to the local population. But in so establishing, these courts
do act as a counterweight to the disorder and chaos that would otherwise
rein in the territory under armed group control. Even in territory under
governmental control, the existence of an armed conflict can lead to general
lawlessness with criminal gangs flourishing in a climate of impunity.
Significant benefits accrue to the civilian population if law and order is main-
tained. Without trials, summary executions, a practice already prevalent
in armed conflicts, including those in which armed groups have established

116 I am grateful to Christian Ranheim for this information.
117 On the omission, seeT.F. Acun‹ a,The United Nations Mission in El Salvador: A Humanitarian Law

Perspective (The Hague: Kluwer, 1995), at 60; Zegveld, supra note 41, at 74.
118 Kamalendran, supra note 18.
119 Haviland, supra note 10.
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their own courts,120 may become the norm. Accordingly, the courts of armed
opposition groups do have a certain claim to legitimacy.
Such a claim is strengthened upon recognition that the courts offer a forum

for prosecution when otherwise none would exist. Although the possibility
exists of a trial within the judicial system of the state, it is both impractical
and unrealistic to require the armed group to have recourse to it. An armed
group is simply not going to be willing to transfer those of its members sus-
pected of having committed violations of international humanitarian law to
the state against which it is in conflict for prosecution. It is equally untenable
to suppose that state personnel captured by the armed group will be trans-
ferred to the state to stand trial for any alleged violation. Though such transfer
is sometimes required,121 realism dictates otherwise. The courts of third state
have been suggested as an alternative forum for prosecution,122 but this pre-
sumes a good relationship between the armed group and a third state as well
as the consent of all parties involved. Resort to international criminal courts
has also been posited,123 but these are subject to jurisdictional constraints
and have limited capacity. Accordingly, a court of the armed group may be
the only forum in which violations of international humanitarian law will
actually be prosecuted. This has implications for the doctrine of command
responsibility, for it not only suggests that fair trials in courts of armed
groups would satisfy the duty to punish on the part of the superior, but they
may well represent a useful practical means by which to do so.
It may even be that there is an obligation on the part of armed groups to pre-

serve law and order in the territory under their control. The law of occupation,
for example, notes the ‘necessity for ensuring the effective administration of
justice’, provides for the continued functioning of tribunals located in occupied
territory and refers to the occupying power’s maintenance of ‘the orderly gov-
ernment of the territory’.124 Courts of armed groups may also, on occasion,
compare favourably with state courts, which do not always hold up well in
time of conflict, ceasing to function or becoming of questionable legitimacy.
All these factors militate in favour of recognizing as legitimate courts of
armed groups in certain circumstances.
Precisely, when the courts may be treated as legitimate is linked to when

their decisions would be considered to have legal effect. There is an abundance
of authority from a different but related context ^ç that of the unrecognized

120 See e.g. RUF Trial Judgment, supra note 99, at x 712 fn. 1333.
121 This was the view of ONUSAL. See Acun‹ a, supra note 117, at 61 fn. 247.
122 Amicus Curiae Observations of Amnesty International, supra note 61, at x 25.
123 Ibid.
124 Art. 64 of Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of

War. The article also provides that, ordinarily, the penal laws of the occupied territory
should remain in force. However, unlike the armed opposition group, the occupying power
acts in many ways as usufructuary, suggesting the law of occupation is not a perfect parallel
to the situation at hand. For the view that the law of occupation does have relevance for inter-
nal armed conflict, see D. Fleck, ‘The Law of Non-International Armed Conflict’, in D. Fleck
(ed.),The Handbook of International Humanitarian Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008),
at 628.
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government ç which supports recognizing certain acts as official or having
legal effect even if those acts emanate from an unrecognized or unlawful
entity. The key test is whether failure to so recognize would be ‘to the detriment
of the inhabitants of the [t]erritory’.125 Typically, the example given to illus-
trate the proposition is ‘the registration of births, deaths and marriages’.126

However, courts have been careful not to make any hard and fast rules and
have stressed the desirability of ascertaining precisely which matters may be
considered to have the status of law on a case-by-case basis.127 A useful test
may be that laid down by the United States Supreme Court in considering the
status of certain Confederate government ‘legislation’:

acts necessary to peace and good order among citizens ::: which would be regarded as valid
if emanating from a lawful government, must be regarded in general as valid when proceed-
ing from an actual, though unlawful government; and ::: acts in furtherance or support of
rebellion ::: or intended to defeat the just rights of citizens, and other acts of the like
nature, must, in general, be regarded as invalid and void.128

As examples of the former, the Court listed ‘actions sanctioning and protecting
marriage and the domestic relations, governing the course of descents, regulat-
ing the conveyance and transfer of property, real and personal, and providing
remedies for injuries to person and estate’.129 This is particularly salient given
that many of the cases before courts of armed opposition groups relate to
family and property disputes and petty crime. Reasoning along these lines
would also suggest that trials for violations of international humanitarian law
would be regarded as valid whereas politically motivated prosecutions would
not.
The recognition of and legal effect accorded to certain decisions of unrecog-

nized entities suggest that decisions of rebel courts are neither universally
invalid nor categorically legitimate. The question should not be whether deci-
sions may be recognized as law but which decisions have legal effect. This, in
turn, necessitates a much greater engagement with these entities in practice.

7. Conclusion: Towards Greater Engagement
It is no longer true, as it once may have been, that ‘[c]ases where rebel factions
have conducted trials are rare.’130 Rather than ignoring them, or criticizing

125 Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (SouthWest
Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), ICJ Reports (1971), 12, at x125.

126 Ibid. See also Loizidou v. Turkey, App. No. 15318/89, 23 ECHR 513,at x 45 (1996).
127 Loizidou, at x 45. See also Texas v.White, 74 US 700, at 733 (1868).
128 Texas v.White, at 733. I am grateful to James Stewart for drawing my attention to this line of

cases.
129 Ibid.
130 G.I.A.D. Draper, ‘The Geneva Conventions of 1949’, 114 Recueil des Cours (1965-I) 59, at 98.
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them without offering concrete suggestions for improvement, the international
community should grapple with them and consider how best they may be
utilized. Courts of armed opposition groups exist and will continue to exist
regardless of the views of third parties. At the very least, a court that is estab-
lished by law, conducts fair trials, and contributes to the maintenance of
peace and good order among citizens, warrants engagement on the part of
the international community.
Engagement does potentially lead to difficulties. Establishing that these

courts satisfy fair trial standards may be seen as a legitimization of the armed
opposition groups and that of course will almost invariably run counter to
the interests of the state. However, in some situations, the courts may well, in
fact, be legitimate. In any event, this tension between engagement and legiti-
macy is ingrained in the law of internal armed conflict. Mention need only be
made of the discussions surrounding the drafting of common Article 3 and
its caveat that the provisions contained therein ‘shall not affect the legal
status of the Parties to the conflict’. That there is a tension between engage-
ment and legitimacy must be admitted, but its existence should not lead to
turning a blind eye to courts of armed groups. That would be a wasted oppor-
tunity when both states and the international community have a vested inter-
est in the administration of justice and the prevention of anarchy, even within
rebel-held territories.
Courts of armed opposition groups offer a forum for prosecution when, in

real terms, none would otherwise exist. Their contribution to maintaining law
and order, preventing a climate of impunity and as an alternative to summary
executions should not be overlooked. As well as the very real practical benefits
that these courts bring, they provide a means by which to engage the armed
group on issues relating to international humanitarian law and the rule of
law more generally. Armed groups not infrequently have divisions or offices
that devise codes of conduct or laws to be applied by their courts.131

Interaction with these divisions could lead to increased dialogue on issues of
international humanitarian law. The ability of the armed opposition group to
enforce international humanitarian law also gives the group a degree of own-
ership over it. This is potentially significant for compliance purposes, the idea
being that rules are more likely to be respected by persons and entities with a
vested interest in them.132 If armed opposition groups feel that they are
invested in international humanitarian law, respect for that body of law

131 For example, the FLN had an ‘Algerian Office’ based in NewYork, which published such docu-
ments as the ‘White Paper on the Application of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 to the
French-Algerian Conflict’ (May 1960); the FMLN had a ‘Secretariat for the Promotion and
Protection of Human Rights’, which published inter alia, ‘The Legitimacy of Our Methods of
Struggle’ (October 1988); and the LTTE had a judicial division which published such rules as
the Penal Code, the Civil Code (1994) and the Child Protection Act (2003).

132 For the idea of ownership, see Sasso' li, supra note 44, at 1.
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may be improved.133 On the other hand, if enforcement always comes from the
outside ç from the state or the international community ç then there is a dan-
ger that the law becomes viewed as that of the state or the international com-
munity. International humanitarian law becomes something extrinsic to the
armed group, an alien system being foisted upon it, a creation of the enemy.

133 A study on the practice of armed groups concluded that ‘where armed groups do commit
themselves to written codes of conduct, this encourages them to respect human rights’. See
International Council on Human Rights Policy, Ends and Means: Human Rights Approaches to
Armed Groups (2000), available online at http://www.ichrp.org/en/projects/105?theme¼10
(last visited 23 May 2009), at 52.
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